Contact Us

**Corporate HQ**
5890 East 2nd St.
Casper, WY 82609
307-337-2671

**Partners**

Jim Orr
President
307-262-4042
jorr@tpandl.com

Billy Brenton
Vice President
307-337-7991
bbrenton@tpandl.com

Shelli Stacey
Director Rail Logistics
817-789-3851
sstacey@tpandl.com

Justin Orr
Director of Field Operations
307-262-4336
justin.orr@tpandl.com

**Distribution Facility**
110 South Jennie Barker RD
Garden City, KS 67846

Serving Road: BNSF
SPLC : 59810
Track: 4071 and 4072
Track ft:  8200
Think of TP&L as your resource for all transportation needs. Whether your shipments initiate at manufacturing facilities here in the USA or imported components to our nations ports, TP&L is here to take the worry out of your logistics needs. By providing logistics management services through every step of the supply chain, TP&L ensures your shipments arrive at project sites economically, safely, on time and to the quality standards set by the manufacturer.

Our Customers
TP&L’s services can be introduced any where along the supply chain. We serve OEMs, project developers, and transportation companies.

In 2012, TP&L’s services reached out to more than 25 wind farm projects and domestic oil/gas drilling projects in the USA, Canada and Mexico.

Why select TP&L
Industry Experience
TP&L’s partners bring with them over 40 years of combined transportation experience in all sectors—port, truck, rail, distribution services.

Your Benefits
Comprehensive management of your logistics solutions. Port Surveyor, inventory management, load to rail or truck, rail or truck fleet management, heavy haul trucking, offload and distribution services, and a quality management team.

Successful transportation of cargo to a project site is TP &L’s primary goal. One of our philosophies centers around the distribution center concept. A DC site near multiple project sites that can take truck and rail shipments, combine them into one location in advance and then ship them out to each project creating a just-in-time transportation solution that is otherwise difficult to achieve with cargo of varying weight, size, volume and production lead time.

Rail Engineering
TP&L is also available to help plan your rail load outs. Our in house engineer is ARR Open Top Loading certified and is available every step of the way.